Semantic similarity between words or phrases is frequently used to find matching correlations between search queries and documents when straightforward matching of terms fails. This is particularly important for searching in visual databases, where pictures or video clips have been automatically tagged with a small set of semantic concepts based on analysis and classification of the visual content. Here, the textual description of documents is very limited, and semantic similarity based on WordNet's cognitive synonym structure, along with information content derived from term frequencies, can help to bridge the gap between an arbitrary textual query and a limited vocabulary of visual concepts. This approach, termed concept-based retrieval, has received significant attention over the last few years, and its success is highly dependent on the quality of the similarity measure used to map textual query terms to visual concepts.
INTRODUCTION
Leveraging semantic resources, such as WordNet [1] , has proven as a valuable linguistic tool in determining semantic relationships between words, sentences, and larger bodies of text [26] . WordNet's rich vocabulary and complex structure of relationships can be used to determine semantic concepts for words as well as links to near and distant related terms. With the emergence of audio-visual material and the desire to perform information retrieval on such resources, WordNet has become an important tool used in query expansion [2] . More recently, WordNet has become a medium used to bridge the gap between semantic and visual domains, as its concept classes are linked to visual counterparts [3] .
Determining the semantic similarity between words or phrases is one of the most powerful features of WordNet, and it is frequently used for query expansion purposes. Many measures for semantic similarity have been introduced, the most popular of which use some combination of WordNet's hierarchy and a measure of information content to generate a numerical score of likeness. Such measures include Wu-Palmer [4] , Resnick [5] , JiangConrath [6] , Lin [7] , Lesk [8] , and Leacock-Chodorow [9] , among others. Approaches by Resnick, Jiang-Conrath, and Lin rely heavily on the notion of information content, a numerical value which denotes a term's saliency, or importance.
A closer analysis of source of information content used with WordNet reveals that a measure of information content exists only for approx. 25% of all WordNet terms. Generally, a nonexistent value eliminates a term's semantic relatedness to any other term. In this paper, we explore the reason behind this deficiency, outline the potential negative impact, provide alternatives, and evaluate them on TRECVID search tasks [10, 11, 12] . For the work presented here, we have used WordNet version 2.1.
BACKGROUND
The WordNet lexical database models a large portion of words and phrases from the English language in a lexical hierarchy of cognitive synonyms with several types of relationships, such as hypernyms and synonyms. It is possible to resolve semantic relationships between concepts, such as the relationship between a leaf and a plant (hypernym), but also between named entities and concepts, for example, World Trade Center is "an instance of" a skyscraper and it is a type of building (hypernym).
Each of the four parts of speech captured in WordNet (noun, verb, adjective, adverb) underlies a different hierarchy of relationships. Nouns, outnumbering the other parts of speech, have the most comprehensive hierarchy, but at the same time the most straightforward linkage between terms, sharing only one common root named "entity". It is therefore possible to find a path between any two nouns, whether this path traverses the root node of "entity", or some other common sub-node. For example, the conceptually closely related terms "leaf" and "stem" share the common parent of "plant organ". Only when terms are conceptually so distant that they do not share a common subnode, such as the abstract term "thought" and the physical term "water", is the more distant root node "entity" the only link.
Unlike nouns, verbs are grouped into smaller disjoint hierarchies, each one featuring one common node. These hierarchies are very shallow compared to those of nouns, and there exist no connections between them. For instance, the verb "to walk" is grouped into a hierarchy with root node "to travel", for which no path exists to the verb "to drink" with root node "to consume".
WordNet Similarity Measures
The hierarchy of concepts makes it possible to generate numerical measures of semantic similarity. Several such measures have been devised and evaluated for their semantic intuition. Depending on the individual approach, the numerical value of relatedness is based on some combination of the lowest common subsumer (LCS), which is the closest node shared by both concepts, the path distance between two concepts through the LCS, the distance from the hierarchy's root, and other measures describing concept context. The most popular measures of semantic similarity include Wu-Palmer [4] , Resnik [5] , Jiang-Conrath [6] , Lin [7] , Lesk [8] , and Leacock-Chodorow [9] . This collection has been implemented by [13] in a freely accessible Perl package.
Wu and Palmer's similarity measure [4] is based on a depth ratio between two concepts (c1 and c2) and their lowest common subsumer. The ratio guarantees a value in the range of [0,1]: (1) where depth(c) is defined as the distance between the concept c and the root node.
Several measures use the information content (IC) of terms to give more weight to specific and more informative terms, as measured by the term frequency. Intuitively, the information content of a term reflects its importance, or specificity, and is defined as: (2) where prob(c) is the probability of a term c, which can be estimated from the term's frequency in a large corpus.
Resnik [5] defines the similarity measure between two terms as the information content of the lowest common-subsumer between them:
The range of values for this measure is [0, log(N)], where N is the size of the IC corpus.
Jiang-Conrath [6] also uses information content in its similarity measure, but relates the IC value of the lowest common subsumer to the IC values of the individual concepts. The final value is inverted to guarantee a range of [0,1]:
Lin [7] incorporates information content into Wu-Palmer's similarity by replacing the original measure of depth. This measure also guarantees a range of similarity values between [0,1], because the information content of the lowest common subsumer in the nominator of the equation is by definition lower than the IC values of the concepts in the denominator:
Leacock-Chodorow [9] base their similarity measure on shortest path length between two concepts, normalized by the overall depth of the taxonomy. The pre-final measure is guaranteed to be in the [0,1] range, but after the log computation, the measure exists in a space from [0,x] , where x = log(2*taxonomyDepth) > 1:
The Lesk measure introduced by Banerjee and Pedersen [14] is based on a measure originally developed by Lesk [8] for sense disambiguation using dictionary definitions. The approach finds coinciding terms between the definitions of two concepts; the higher the "gloss overlap", the more related the two concepts are. The numerical value for this measure can range anywhere between [1,x] , where x > 1000.
Similarity Measure Evaluation
The collection of similarity measures has been evaluated to various standards and measures in several prior experiments. In [15] , the authors evaluate semantic similarity by comparing results from automatic measures to human judgment. The authors from [16] have evaluated the similarity measures by applying them for detection and correction of real-word spelling errors. In [17] , the author evaluates similarity measures for prediction of words in conversational speech to improve speech recognition. In the medical domain, [18] has applied semantic similarity to a corpus of clinical terminology and patient records. A hierarchy similar to WordNet, but by a factor of 3 in size, was constructed for medical concepts. The authors evaluated performance of concept similarity measures by comparing them to human judgment. Results from these four evaluations have been included in Table 1 in order of performance.
It is evident that a similarity measure's performance is highly dependent on the application, and results vary significantly. For example, while Lesk performs worst for comparison to human judgment in [15] , it performs best for verb prediction in conversational speech [17] . Similarly, Leacock-Chodorow performs best for [15] , and it performs worst in the application to the medical domain [18] . While there exists no universally applicable ground truth for any of the measures, measures such as Jiang-Conrath and Lin tend to perform average or above average. Along with Resnik, the computation behind these two measures depends highly on information content. However, due to the significant shortcomings of IC, we believe that the performance of these similarity measures could be improved with a more relevant IC database.
Information Content
Information content of a concept measures its ability to convey specific information. A highly recurring concept, for example, conveys little information due to its ubiquitous use, and therefore it has a small IC value. A rare concept conveys much more information because it tends to be highly specialized and conveys more independent meaning. Its IC value is much higher. 
Information content in the context of WordNet is drawn from the Brown University Standard Corpus of Present-Day American
English (a.k.a. the Brown Corpus). This corpus refers to a collection of documents of widely varying genres collected in 1961 (see Table 2 ), which was updated in 1971 and 1979 to reflect newer literature. The collection of more than 1 million words was manually tagged with about 80 parts of speech, such as singular nouns, plural nouns, verbs, various forms of adverbs, adjectives, pronouns, etc.
Parts of speech tags from the Brown Corpus do not correspond to the hierarchical structure of concepts in WordNet; in fact, there exists no meaningful mapping between parts of speech and concepts. In a separate manual step, a subset of texts from the Brown Corpus was tagged with WordNet concepts. In this manner, a semantic concordance was generated, with the Brown Corpus texts as a textual corpus and WordNet as a lexicon [19] .
The presently available list of WordNet concepts tagged in the Brown Corpus includes approximately 420,000 words (WordNet's cntlist). While there exist more than 155,000 unique words and phrases in WordNet, only about 37,000 of those coexist in the Brown Corpus.
The significant gap of missing concepts in the Brown Corpus consequently results in empty information content for roughly 75% of words and phrases from WordNet. Even though a large number of these are rarely used due to their specialized subject, many popular words are also among the list, such as "soccer", "hockey", "cpu", "fruitcake", or "World Trade Center". The lack of their occurrence in the Brown Corpus can be explained by the shift in vocabulary use over the past 30 years. For example, it is plausible that "soccer" was either not heavily reported on in the period during which the Brown Corpus was created, or it was still referred to as "football", which shares several entries in the corpus. A term like "World Trade Center" was omitted, because the WTC buildings were erected after the initial compilation of texts. Yet other terms, like "cpu", were simply not yet common, and have only been introduced in the common use of language due to the emerging underlying technology.
An equivalent to the Brown Corpus of today's vocabulary would experience a shift in the genres from Table 2 so as to encompass a wider and more relevant set of vocabulary. For instance, the category of "Learned", which includes all natural and social sciences, would likely be split into separate categories with added topics, such as computer science and biomedical engineering.
The numerical measure of information content of a WordNet concept is derived from the probability with which the concept occurs in the text corpus. WordNet concepts are first assigned the frequency values at which they occurred in the text corpus; those without any occurrence are assigned a zero. In the subsequent indexing step, frequency values are percolated from the leaves of the concept hierarchy towards the root. A node's final frequency value is thus the sum of frequencies of its children. Consequently, the root has the highest frequency value, while the leaves have the lowest. Information content is then defined as follows:
The definition of IC therefore assigns a value of zero to the root, because it contains no meaningful information, while assigning the largest IC values to the leafs of the hierarchy.
We note that equation (7) is equivalent to equation (2): ) (
Shortcomings of Similarity Measures based on IC
Similarity measures that are based on path length and depth of concept nodes always resolve a non-zero value for concepts from the same hierarchy. When there exists no link between two concepts, for example between two verbs in different hierarchies, non-zero similarity can still be computed when gloss overlaps are used. Similarity measures that rely on information content, however, can produce zero-values for even the most intuitive pairs, because the majority of WordNet concepts occur with a frequency of zero. The measures Jiang-Conrath and Lin are particularly sensitive to this effect. When one of two concepts occurs with a frequency of zero then its information content is infinity in the continuous domain, and both similarity measures return zero. When both concepts occur with a frequency of zero, for WordNet concepts is generally favorable, only a small number of terms would benefit from this semantic step.
then, depending on whether their lowest common subsumer also occurs with a frequency of zero, Jiang-Conrath either returns zero or infinity in the continuous domain. With the same assumptions, Lin's measure would either return infinity or one. None of these results is truly indicative of the actual similarity, and therefore, in practical implementations, if a concept appears with a frequency of zero, then its information content is also zero. In case of an information content of zero, similarity measures return a zero.
Information Content from Alternative Corpora
Due to the large number of unaccounted concepts in the semantic concordance between the Brown corpus and WordNet concepts, the similarity measures of Jiang-Conrath and Lin do not reasonably reflect similarity for many concept pairs. The underlying database for information content needs to be revised, such that all WordNet concepts are associated to non-zero values of occurrence. Performing such a task manually is prohibitively expensive and therefore we present automatic methods of generating the frequency database.
The original concept frequency set based on the Brown Corpus was derived from manual concept tagging. The main difficulty of tagging words and phrases in a text with concepts lies in matching their meaning to the correct concept, both as part of speech (i.e. verb, noun, etc.) and as a sense (e.g. chemical compound "base" vs. military "base"). When a word has only one unambiguous meaning (e.g. "World Trade Center", or "sofa"), mapping it to a concept is a straightforward task. However, when multiple senses exist, only the word's context can help resolve the correct concept. When considering a much larger corpus for information content, it would be prudent to perform manual or semi-automatic mapping of words to concepts. Analysis on the WordNet lexical database and the concept frequency set shows that most words and phrases are mapped to only one concept. Furthermore, we observe that most words occur with very low frequencies between 1 and 5. Figure 1 presents these observations in a two-dimensional histogram of terms mapped to sense count and frequency. The histogram shows mappings of individual parts of speech including nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, as well as all parts of speech combined. Clearly, the number of terms belonging to only one WordNet concept far outnumbers the remaining ones. Our analysis suggests that for most words and phrases in WordNet, laborious tagging is unnecessary due to the relatively small number of terms requiring disambiguation. A fully automatic approach to computing information content using mere term frequency counts is therefore possible, while not perfect. We present two such approaches using widely accessible data from the WWW.
Sample of WWW Pages
We have collected a sample of 1,231,929 unique web pages containing 1,169,368,161 words and phrases from the WordNet dictionary. From this corpus, term frequencies are used to generate a new information content database. The sample of web pages was systematically selected from the top-ten Google search results for each WordNet concept. While this process is not supervised, as was the selection of the Brown corpus, it relies on the general perception that Google's top search results are popular and, to the most part, relevant.
We now describe the process used to collect the corpus of web documents. The underlying manual procedure is analogous toperforming a standard web search for a term or phrase, e.g. "circus", using a popular search engine, e.g. Google. One-by-one, we archive the HTML source for each of the ten top matching web pages in the search result list.
To collect a large corpus of web documents, which is distributed over all WordNet concepts, we automate the above-described procedure. We first establish a list of WordNet words and phrases, each representing one search query generating ten search results (URLs of various web pages). The list is a concatenation of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs denoting WordNet concepts, extracted from WordNet's index files (index.{noun,verb,adj,adv}). WordNet contains 155,327 unique terms when considering part of speech, and 125,209 terms when disregarding part of speech. For example, the term "shelf" exists only as a noun, whereas the term "go" can occur as a noun, verb, and adjective. Since there currently exists no method of searching for specific parts of speech using mainstream search engines like Google, we disregard part of speech and generate one dictionary of unique words and phrases. Raw data in the resulting corpus of 1,231,929 documents is stripped of all non-text elements, including HTML tags and binary data, e.g. from PDF documents. Also removed are titles and other elements that do not appear in a coherent body of written material. The remaining text is then filtered for words and phrases that occur in the WordNet database, and aggregated in a term frequency table. Table 4 lists top-and bottom-ranked frequency results. While we expect the lowest term frequency to be 10 (at least as many as there are top-ten web pages in the search results), the actual values of the lowest-ranking terms are in fact less due to the aforementioned text filter step.
We derive information content from this distribution in a process similar to that introduced by Pedersen and Patwardhan (semCorFreq.pl). In a top-down approach, frequency values are assigned to WordNet word senses, and are then percolated to the corresponding hypernyms. Leaf nodes therefore carry the actual frequency values, while hypernyms represent sums of frequencies of their children. The approach differs from semCorFreq.pl in two details. First, since the frequency table represents words and phrases without part of speech and sense information, WordNet terms with multiple senses are assigned the same raw frequency score. Secondly, the frequency values are too large to sum up, in particular when approaching the root node for nouns. In order to avoid overflow, we need to scale all frequency counts without disturbing the resulting Information Content values. Specifically, we note that taking the square root of all frequency counts corresponds to halving all IC values, due to the logarithmic relationship between information content and frequency. We therefore scale frequency values by the square root before mapping them to WordNet senses. 
Google Estimated Page Results
As an alternative to generating term frequencies based on large text corpora, we can use pre-computed page hits, such as those 18 (4,880,000,000) satyendra n. bose (160) faggpting (111) 10 (6,100,000,000) 25 (4,860,000,000) fluoxetine hydrocholoride (157) juan carlos victor maria de borbon y borbon (110) 6 (6,030,000,000) 7 (4,780,000,000) saint ignatius' itch (156) maxmilien de bethune (94) 4 (5,880,000,000) 21 (4,760,000,000) foryml (154) fritz w. meissner (84) reported by the Google search engine (Figure 4 ). With constantly changing web documents, the estimated page frequency also changes frequently, although the differences are negligible. We have generated a frequency table for all WordNet words and phrases using this readily available measure. Similar to the automated search and retrieval task presented in section 3.1, search queries are formulated with double-quoted WordNet entries to guarantee exact matches. The resulting frequency table (excerpt in Table 5 ) shows many similarities to the one described in section 3.1, although several web-centric terms, like "www", "copyright", and "html" appear in the top-ranked terms, which otherwise do not appear as frequent in standard text corpora. Figure 5 shows the similarity in term frequency distribution between estimated page hits computed by Google and page hits computed from a large sample of web pages. The near-linear relationship suggests that Google's page hit estimate is a good approximation for most term document frequencies. The measure for information content for estimated page hits is computed from term frequencies as outlined in section 3.1. We find a similar comparison of frequency distributions between WordNet based on Brown and Google estimated page hits, with the exception that Google appears to impose an upper limit on its reported numbers (see Figure 3 ).
For both term frequency tables, we use page hits (i.e. document frequency) without taking into consideration term frequencies. Our analysis shows, however, that for WordNet terms, term frequency is linearly correlated to document frequency (see Figure 6 ). While this result may not hold true over the exhaustive set of all possible words and phrases, we focus exclusively on the WordNet database for which the results are significant.
CONCEPT-BASED VIDEO RETRIEVAL APPLICATION
We apply semantic similarity measures to video retrieval tasks by first mapping text search queries to WordNet and then mapping WordNet concepts to visual concepts. In the first step, our improved measure for information content increases the number of potential mappings between query terms and visual concepts, where previously some query terms could not be mapped due to the lack of IC values. The overall approach for concept-based query expansion and multimedia retrieval consists of building statistical detectors for a fixed set of semantic concepts, using the detectors to automatically tag the visual content with semantic labels, and then mapping arbitrary text queries to the predetermined set of semantic tags. This method can be used to search visual content without any textual metadata, or it can be used to supplement alternative retrieval approaches, such as textbased, speech-based, or visual content-based retrieval. For more information on concept-based retrieval approaches, the reader is referred to [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . For the experiments in this paper, we largely adopt the approach of [25] but instead of the Lesk similarity measure, we use the Jiang-Conrath similarity with Web-based IC values.
Automatic Concept Detection for Semantic Video Retrieval
As a first step we built support vector machine based semantic concept models [20] for all the annotated concepts of the LSCOM-lite lexicon based on visual features from the training collection. Each of these models can then be used to get a quantitative score indicating the presence of the corresponding concept in any test set video shot.
Mapping Query Terms to Visual Concepts
We have manually generated a lexicon, which maps LSCOM visual concepts to one or more WordNet concepts (see Table 6 ). A similar approach was used in [3] , although the authors placed an upper limit on the number of WordNet concepts for any given visual concept. During a query analysis step, words and qualified WordNet phrases are extracted from the query. We then apply the Jiang-Conrath semantic similarity measure to all pairs of query terms and WordNet concepts in our lexicon to determine the closest-matching semantic concepts to the query. Selected visual concepts are then matched to visual detection results to create a ranked list of video shots.
Query Term Aggregation Approaches
Aggregating concept match scores across multiple query terms is an important aspect of the overall query-to-concept mapping approach. In general, the approach works by computing a similarity score between each query term and each visual concept.
These scores are then aggregated across all query terms in order to compute an overall matching score between the query and each concept. The score aggregation method determines whether to favor a concept that strongly matches a single query term or one that weakly matches multiple query terms. In general, this depends on the query itself, and whether the query terms are joined by OR logic or AND logic. AND logic is typically used to narrow the scope of the query, increase precision, and improve the relevancy of the top results, while OR logic is typically used to broaden the query, increase recall, and improve the coverage, or diversity, of the results. Unfortunately, users rarely indicate their intention but instead simply list their query terms. In such cases, most Internet search engines assume AND logic since recall is less of a concern with a large corpus such as the WWW. However, when searching in deep archives, or for exploratorytype queries, OR logic is a better choice. In this paper, we consider several aggregation strategies, which simulate various AND/OR logic flavors.
In particular, we use MAX similarity score aggregation to simulate Boolean OR combinations. In contrast, MIN score aggregation would correspond to Boolean AND combinations but we have found that strict AND logic is typically very harsh and provides very poor results for general queries. We therefore consider soft AND flavors, such as SUM and AVG of similarity scores. Both allow a matched concept's weight to accumulate by soft-matching multiple query terms, where AVG also normalizes for query length (i.e., number of query terms), while SUM tends to favor longer queries. In the spirit of AND logic, both methods also "penalize" a concept that has a score of 0 with respect to any query terms since the overall SUM or AVG score will be lower.
To lessen this penalty, we also consider a Non-Zero AVG aggregation method, which averages only the non-zero similarity scores, therefore allowing a concept to accumulate weight by matching multiple query terms while ignoring terms that have 0 matching scores. In terms of query scope, MAX allows for the broadest query interpretation, followed by Non-Zero AVG, followed by AVG, and finally SUM. As can be seen from the evaluation results, this order also roughly corresponds to the relative performance of the various aggregation methods on the TRECVID 2005-2007 corpora. This suggests that the TRECVID query topics are more recall-oriented as opposed to precisionoriented.
EVALUATION
We We also evaluate the relative performance of four query term aggregation approaches: MAX, SUM, AVG, and non-zero AVG. Results here are based on thresholding the final visual concept weights at mean + 1 standard deviation, computed over the concept vector [20] .
We find that generally, a query term aggregation using a MAX approach outperforms the other tested measures. Comparing results based on information content from Google page hits and large sample set of web pages, we note various improvements 
Mean Average Precision
Brown Google Sample The recorded 1-2% drop in the TRECVID 2007 evaluation is the result of query 214 ("very large crowd of people"), which merits closer inspection. The three terms with semantic noun content ("large", "crowd", and "people") have a Brown-based IC of (0, 4.66, and 2.22), respectively, and a web page sample set based IC of (3.99, 4.45, and 2.43). While the terms "crowd" and "people" have similar IC values across IC dictionaries, the term "large" is only captured in the new web-based IC. By including the term "large" in the WordNet-based Jiang-Conrath similarity measure, query 214's average precision value drops, because the term "large" does not map as well to the visual concepts of "crowd" and "people", and therefore introduces noise.
Query 195 ("soccer goalposts") from the TRECVID 2006 dataset is a good example of a case, in which the new web-based IC provides a significant advantage over the Brown-based IC. Both of these terms are represented by information content of zero in the Brown-based IC due to a lack of occurrence in the original corpus. Using a semantic similarity measure such as JiangConrath, Lin, or Resnik, neither term resolves in similarity to any other term in WordNet. With the new web-based database of information content, these terms were properly mapped to the visual concept of "Sports", and search task precision increased from 0 to 0.34. While this is an extreme example, we find improvement in other queries, in which similarity to WordNet concepts may have been under-weighted due to rare usage at the time when the Brown corpus was introduced.
CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach for determining information content from two web-based sources, and demonstrated its application to concept-based video retrieval. Information content is a frequently used measure, but its underlying database of term frequencies shows severe flaws due to outdated information from a too small text corpus. We show how two approaches of retrieving term frequency from web-based resources can be used to generate an improved information content database. We validate both approaches extensively, and find that the semantic similarity based on improved information content generally performs significantly better than the commonly used IC based on the Brown corpus.
